Dispensing Power At Your Fingertips
Portable, fast and easy, the PowerMix™ Automatic VPS Dispenser from CLINICIAN'S CHOICE, delivers perfectly mixed, void-free impression material with the press of a button. With PowerMix, now you can fill a full arch impression tray in just 10-15 seconds – no more hand pumping. The PowerMix design has a small footprint stand for storage or direct dispensing and can easily be transported from operatory to operatory.

Fast & Convenient: Fill a full arch impression tray in 10-15 seconds with no voids or hand fatigue.
Lightweight & Portable: The PowerMix (2lbs) is easily transported between operatories for handheld or stand-delivered tray filling.
Long Battery Life: Fully charged, PowerMix dispenses 8-10 full 120mL cartridges (up to 24 full arch impressions) on a single charge.

Combine PowerMix with 3rd Generation Affinity™ Impression Material
Clinically proven for outstanding impression accuracy, Affinity Heavy Body is designed with an ideal flow and durometer for accurate full arch tray impressions, while Affinity InFlex, an ultra rigid tray material is designed specifically to prevent distortion with the dual-arch technique. Both Affinity tray materials are available in 120mL PowerMix cartridges, which are designed to reduce plastic waste and impression material left in the cartridge. Each 120mL PowerMix cartridge provides enough material to fill 3 full arch trays or 6-10 quadrant impression trays. Together, impression taking has never been more efficient or more accurate.

WORKING & SET TIMES
AVAILABLE WORKING TIME
Regular Set 1:45 min
Fast Set 1:10 min

MINIMUM INTRAORAL SET TIME
Regular Set 2:30 min
Fast Set 1:45 min

2:30 min reflects the minimum intraoral set time. Our recommendation is to allow 3:00 min for a full intraoral set.
1:45 min reflects the minimum intraoral set time. Our recommendation is 2:00 min for full intraoral set.

POWERMIX AUTOMATIC DISPENSER
Contains: PowerMix Dispenser Unit, Stand, AC Adapter, Instructions

AFFINITY INFLEX REGULAR SET 120ML 2-PACK
Contains: 2 x 120mL Cartridges, 6 Dynamic Mixing Tips, Instructions/SDS

AFFINITY INFLEX FAST SET 120ML 2-PACK
Contains: 2 x 120mL Cartridges, 6 Dynamic Mixing Tips, Instructions/SDS

AFFINITY HEAVY BODY REGULAR SET 120ML 2-PACK
Contains: 2 x 120mL Cartridges, 6 Dynamic Mixing Tips, Instructions/SDS

AFFINITY HEAVY BODY FAST SET 120ML 2-PACK
Contains: 2 x 120mL Cartridges, 6 Dynamic Mixing Tips, Instructions/SDS

DYNAMIC MIXING TIP FOR POWERMIX
Contains: 50 x Dynamic Mixing Tips